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ABSTRACT

1

When performing Information Seeking and Retrieval (ISR) activities,
people submit queries, examine results, assess documents and engage with the information to make decisions and complete tasks.
All these activities come at a “cost”, but within the field of ISR there
is no universally accepted definition of the concepts of Cost, Effort
and Load (CEL). Instead, researchers have used the same terms
interchangeably to describe similar but also different concepts. This
lack of shared understanding has led to a disconnect between how
these concepts are defined and discussed versus how they are interpreted and measured. Thus, the aim of this paper is two-fold: (i) to
review the meaning of CEL related concepts used within ISR, and
(ii) to create a shared taxonomy of the concepts relating to CEL in
ISR. To seed our analysis, we conducted a literature review, where
397 papers were reviewed, and twenty-six papers that explicitly
proposed measures or definitions of CEL were selected for analysis. By drawing upon theory from Psychology and other fields,
we present the common definitions of CEL in order to ground our
discussion of these concepts in ISR. We also highlight the issues
associated with CEL measurement in ISR to help researchers reflect
on the validity and precision of existing methods. We hope this
perspectives paper serves as a basis for a taxonomy of how CEL
concepts are used within ISR- where we have provided a series of
working definitions that clearly delineate the different concepts
being used, investigated and measured in ISR research.

The nature of Information Seeking, and Retrieval (ISR) involves the
user interacting with the system in a variety of ways, such as submitting queries, examining results, and engaging with information
to make a decision [3]. It is well recognised that the search task and
the system can affect the “load” on the user’s cognitive resources
during the search process [19], and that performing these search
interactions requires “effort” which comes at a “cost” to the user [3].
Alongside measures of recall and precision [45], measures of the
user’s effort and cost have been incorporated within Information
Retrieval (IR) evaluation frameworks since the 1960’s. For example,
in 1968, Cooper [9] introduced the Expected Search Length (ESL)
metric to measure the expected user effort in terms of the average
number of documents a user must browse in order to retrieve a
given number of relevant documents. Under ESL, it assumed that
the “effort” the user expends or the “load” they are placed under is
directly proportional to the number of documents examined.
Cost, Effort, and Load (CEL), and their related concepts, are important and salient factors considered in most ISR studies. To date, CEL
has been measured in a variety of different contexts and conditions,
e.g. search engine result pages [6, 22]; search systems[2, 4, 27]; and
interactive search tasks [21, 49, 56]. While these studies highlight
the value of CEL measurement in ISR, it seems surprising that our
literature review found less than thirty papers which explicitly
define or propose methods to measure CEL. From these papers, ambiguities such as using CEL terms interchangeably within a single
study and the existence of clear conceptual overlaps between CEL
definitions are apparent.
So, despite over 50 years of CEL related discussions, and uses
of, within the field of ISR, there appears to exist no universally
accepted definitions of CEL and their related concepts. Thus, the
aim of this paper is to untangle how CEL concepts have been used
within ISR studies, and also to assess how these CEL concepts have
subsequently been measured. To this end, we provide a review of
contemporary ISR literature to ground our discussion and guide
our future directions. In this perspectives paper, the contributions
to the ISR community are as follows: Firstly, we aim to raise ISR
researcher’s awareness of the importance of providing clear and
precise definitions of cost, effort, and load, and their related concepts. Secondly, we aim to draw ISR researcher’s attention to the
current methodological issues associated with CEL measurement
and provide recommendations for improving the sensitivity, validity, and reliability of these methods. Finally, we provide working
definitions of cost, effort, and load concepts with the aim of initiating the establishment of a shared framework of terminology and
concepts.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Users and interactive retrieval.
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BACKGROUND THEORY AND CONCEPTS

This section aims to provide an overview of the key concepts and
theories surrounding CEL. Specifically, we present accepted CEL
definitions from Psychology and related fields as a way to ground
our discussions about CEL in ISR.

2.1

Defining Cost, Effort, and Load

Research methods from Psychology suggest that in order to establish an appropriate method, it is important that the measurable
concept is sufficiently defined relative to its nominal and operational meaning [42]. Nominal definitions describe the meaning of
the concept, whereas operational definitions explain precisely how
the concept and its elements will be measured [25]. As nominal
definitions preface the operational, significant problems can arise
when ambiguous and vague nominal conceptualisations are used.
For example, when a specific term, i.e. effort, is defined in multiple
ways then the operational properties which emerge from these definitions will also vary. As these operational properties dictate which
elements of the concept are to be measured, then it is likely that
a variety of different metrics and methods will emerge from these
properties and later be used by researchers to measure what they
believe to be the “same” concept. In reality, the lack of precision in
the conceptual definitions provided at the outset will likely lead to
conceptual overlap, unclear measures, and a loss of causality.
For over 50 years, CEL concepts have been discussed and explored extensively across disciplines such as Psychology [40, 51, 59],
Ergonomics [7, 60], and Human Factors [11, 23]. Yet, universal definitions of these concepts are still yet to transpire. While it is beyond
the scope of this current paper to review the last 50 years of CEL
research, the next section will briefly present the most commonly
accepted definitions of CEL proposed by disciplines out-with ISR.

2.2

Cognitive Load and Mental Workload

While cognitive load and workload evolved independently from
within different disciplines, both concepts are theoretically underpinned by the same core assumptions [38]. Cognitive Load Theory
(CLT) [50] and Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) [59] which emerge
from the field of Educational Psychology, and Ergonomics and Human Factors, respectively, can be considered the leading theories to
describe both cognitive load and workload concepts. Both theories
are similar in that they are closely related by their assumption of
limited mental capacity and competing task demands [50, 59]. Before describing the theories in more detail, it is important to first
address what is meant by the term “demand”. Demand refers to
the properties of the task that will regulate how much physical or
mental exertion will be needed [24]. Sweller [49] proposes that contextual demands arise from the intrinsic qualities of the context (e.g.
task difficulty, information presentation) which require resources.
Since its emergence in the 1980s, Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) has
been primarily applied within the field of educational instruction
and learning [53]. In CLT, cognitive load is defined as the total
amount of mental activity imposed on the working memory at any
given moment [51]. This definition reflects the origins of CLT and
its emergence from the working memory model which emphasises
the limited capacity of working memory and the abundant capacity
of long term memory in the human brain [34]. The amount of

cognitive load experienced by an individual is influenced by the
number of elements simultaneously interacting within working
memory. As working memory capacity is limited, there is a finite
amount of information that working memory can handle at any
one time. Therefore, if too much information occurs at once, the
working memory becomes overloaded and the individual will be
less likely to process information [50]. Perhaps the most defining
feature of CLT is the discrimination between three different types
of cognitive load; intrinsic (inherent characteristics of the task, i.e.
difficulty), extraneous (load imposed by the context in which in
the task is being performed), and germane (load imposed by the
construction of schemas) [10]. These three types of cognitive load
are proposed to be additive [41].
Mental workload is perhaps one of the most popular concepts
examined in Ergonomics and Human Factors research, however
researchers in the field are still yet to reach a universal consensus
regarding its definition [60]. Although elements of CLT have been
used to conceptualise the term “workload”, definitions found in
Psychology tend to align workload to Multiple Resource Theory,
particularly in relation to the processes of task switching and allocation of attention [7]. MRT asserts that the human brain has a fixed
quantity of mental resources of various types [52]. These resources
can be characterised as a shared pool of energy that can be drawn
on for a variety of simultaneous mental operations, including across
different tasks, modalities, and processing [59]. The theory interprets performance decrements as the depletion of these resource
pools which can occur when the performance of two or more tasks
require a single resource [52]. Mental workload is inferred as the
allocation of available resources to meet the demands of a task
and the cognitive experience of the individual directly activated by
those task demands. [7, 52]. Van Acker et al. [52] describes mental workload as conceptually very similar to cognitive load - with
their underpinning theory as the only discerning feature. Nevertheless, we can clearly observe that MRT and CLT are closely linked,
both conceptualised by the notion of task demands and resource
consumption. As MRT proposes multiple resources available for
allocation, then perhaps it can be considered as a generalisation of
CLT, which proposes the availability of only one cognitive resource.

2.3

Effort

As with the conceptualisation of load, the concept of effort has faced
similar ambiguity in relation to its origins and characterisations [57].
In the field of Psychology, effort is most often implicated as a mediating behaviour in numerous theories. For example, effort has been
considered as a mediating variable in strategy selection - where
effort is proposed to influence whether an individual will choose
a high performance strategy (high effort) vs. a low performance
strategy (low effort) [58]. Similarly, behavioural psychologist Clark
Hull, offered the “law of least work” which relies on the notion
that if presented with two options of similar reward, an individual
is predisposed to avoiding options which require expending more
work or effort [36]. From this perspective, effort is the mediator
between the potential performance of an individual on a task versus
how well they actually perform [47]. For example, an individual
may have the ability to solve mathematical equations, but fail to
solve a simple mathematical equation due to their unwillingness to
exert effort.

Despite the general interest, the lack of direct examination has
left the concept of effort without a universal, operational definition
within the psychological domain [60]. To add to this confusion, it
is commonplace for authors to use terms such as “mental effort”
and “cognitive effort” interchangeably with the term “effort” [24,
47, 57]. While these terms appear to relate to the same cognitive
processes, the term “physical effort” differs in that it refers to the
regulation of our motor responses during a task. Early definitions
from Psychology describe effort as a volitional and intentional
process which reflects what an individual is actively participating in,
rather than what is passively happening to them [15]. In Cognitive
Psychology, effort refers to the level and intensification of either
mental or physical labour in the service of meeting the demands of a
task or goal [24]. This implies that effort constitutes the summation
of mental labour over time in order to achieve a goal.

2.4

Cost

Compared to the conceptualisation of effort and load, the definition
of “cost” can be construed as more abstract in nature. Psychology
has long considered humans as “cognitive misers”, who strive to
conserve cognitive effort and likewise avoid general effort exertion [58]. This implies that individuals value the effort they expend,
treating effort as a cost [58]. Human behaviour consists of constant
trade-offs between effort and reward [39]. How an individual performs in a certain task will rely partly on their decision to apply
cognitive effort in the pursuit of attaining that reward. However, the
limited information processing of the human brain is a constraint
which underlies these trade-offs in that the central executive or
the “control centre” of the brain directs these cognitive processing
resources in line with our behavioural goals [39]. From this perspective, the level of cognitive processing allocated to a specific
task at a given moment, is selected tactically on the basis of a costbenefit analysis [39]. The notion of cost-benefit analyses underlie
much of the discussion surrounding the concept of cost. Boksem
and Tops [5] discussed energetic costs, predominantly as fatigue,
which emerge from the cost-benefit analyses of whether to expend
or conserve energy. Individuals are considered to only exert energy
on a task when these energetic costs are comparably low and reward benefits are comparably high. Over time, this invested energy
is proposed to build to the point where it eventually outweighs
the benefits and subsequently drives abandonment behaviour (e.g.
when people stop).
Other theories have adopted a behavioural economic approach
which uses monetary value to quantify the costs involved in low
vs. high effort tasks [57]. Temporal costs have also been used to
characterise the trade-off processes an individual engages in during
a task, where time is perceived to be expensive, effort expenditure
should be directed toward faster and less accurate strategies to
achieve the task goal [39]. There appears to be a shared consensus
among researchers in terms of the underlying cognitive processes
at the core of “cost”, predominantly in the notion that the exertion
of effort comes at some kind of “cost”. Subsequently, while there
are different theories assigning different attributes to these costs
i.e. time, money etc., they do not contradict nor refute each other.
Rather it appears that cost is multidimensional and that the value
assigned to “cost” may be dependent on a variety of factors such as
the individual, the context, and the goal.

2.5

How Are These Concepts Related?

Cognitive load is considered a multi-dimensional concept encompassing aspects of both load and effort [29]. Cognitive load is imposed by the demands of the task parameters on our mental resources at a given point in time, and experienced by the individual.
Effort is a volitional response to the load and refers to the total
amount of cognitive resources allocated to attend to the task demands over time in order to achieve some kind of end goal [10].
Thus the relationship between effort and load appear relatively
straightforward - effort is exerted by the individual, whereas cognitive load is experienced by the individual [10]. In terms of their
relationship with cost, research in the domains of Cognitive Psychology, Neuroscience, and Economics, have widely considered
effort, whether it be physical or mental, as costly [24]. This shared
consensus was highlighted in the Section 2.4, in that the expenditure of effort comes at some degree of cost (including affective (i.e.
fatigue [5]); temporal (i.e. time spent [39]); and economic costs (i.e.
monetary [57]).
The discussion so far has highlighted both the unique qualities of
cost, effort, and load, and how these concepts relate. The rest of this
paper will focus specifically on CEL definition and measurement
within the field ISR.

3

REVIEW PROCESS

To examine the extent to which CEL and their related concepts
have been explicitly defined and measured in ISR, and to provide a
basis for analysis and discussion, a literature review was conducted.

3.1

Research Questions

In order to fulfil the key aims of this perspectives paper and provide
a valuable contribution to the ISR community, the papers identified
in the following literature review were analysed and discussed in
accordance with the following four research questions:
RQ1 What do ISR researchers mean by cost, effort, and load?
RQ2 What are the similarities and differences between cost, effort,
and load?
RQ3 How have cost, effort, and load been measured in ISR?
RQ4 What are the relationships between the measures used, and
cost, effort, and load concepts?

3.2

Literature Review Process

The first stage of the search process was to identify the key sources
from which the studies would be selected. In their systematic review
of Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) evaluation studies, Kelly
and Sugimoto [26] provide a comprehensive list of 31 sources (17
journals & 14 conference publications) reviewed and approved by
four IIR experts. While it was not feasible for the scope of this
present paper to examine all 31 sources, eight of these sources were
selected after discussion with two ISR experts. Although not included in [26], the Conference on Human Information Interaction
and Retrieval (CHIIR) was also included as a key source. Table 1
shows the list of sources consulted. Sources were limited to journals
and conference proceedings and included full length research papers, short papers and brief communications. Although of a smaller

Table 1: Source and Publications Examined (T = title only search; T-A = title & abstract search)
Source Title

# of Papers Examined

# of Papers Included

Information Processing & Management (IP&M)
Journal of the Association for Information Science & Technology
ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL)
ACM International Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM)
Proceedings for the Association of Information Science & technology (ASIS&T)
ACM Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval Conference (SIGIR)
Conference on Human Information Interaction & Retrieval (CHIIR)
Information Interaction in Context (IIiX)
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI)

24 (T)
12 (T)
12 (T)
43 (T)
11 (T)
122 (T-A)
48 (T-A)
14 (T-A)
111 (T)

1 [44]
2 [13, 20]
1 [16]
0
6 [4, 8, 18, 27, 37, 61]
3 [22, 54, 62]
4 [6, 31, 35, 43]
2 [33, 48]
0

scale, short papers and brief communications were considered appropriate for inclusion as they are still expected to provide clear
details about their methods which is the key interest of this paper.
The next stage involved keyword searches within the selected
literature databases to identify papers. There was slight variation
in search terms depending on the search database used, these are
described below. The search term used for the Association for Computing Machinery Database ACM Digital Library (DL) and the
American Society for Information Science (ASIS&T) Digital Library
is as follows: (effort OR cost* OR “mental workload” OR “cognitive load” OR workload). The following search term was used
for the Journal of Information Processing and Management (IP&M)
database:(effort OR cost OR “mental workload” OR “cognitive
load” OR workload).
Initially, the search query was filtered to search the keywords
within the title-abstract, however this yielded a large volume of papers across all three databases. For example, for all sources searched
within the ACM DL database a total of 2,429 papers were retrieved in
the title-abstract search. Upon a manual scan, many were focused
out-with the ISR literature. Therefore, due to the large number
of papers retrieved and the time- consuming nature of manually
reviewing and identifying relevant studies, it was considered appropriate that the literature search would focus primarily on papers
where keywords appeared in the “title”. Additionally, as the aim of
this paper focuses on studies which explicitly propose CEL methods, it seemed likely that a CEL term would appear in the title of
such studies. For searches that yielded 10 or less papers in title-only
search, a title-abstract search was then also included. This was
the case for 3 conferences; the Conference on Human Information
Interaction & Retrieval (CHIIR); the Conference on Information
Interaction in Context (IIiX) and ACM Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval Conference (SIGIR), all other searches remained
title only. For all searches a time span of 20 years (September 2000September 2020) was defined in the search criteria. This was chosen
as a means to focus on more contemporary methods of CEL measurement in ISR. A total of 397 papers published between 2000-2020
were retrieved from the database searches.
This collection was then refined by selecting papers that fulfilled
the following inclusion criteria: (1) where the primary goal of the
study was to explicitly propose a method of measuring CEL or its
related concepts; (2) where CEL is examined within an ISR context, i.e. the user is engaged in interactive searching; and (3) where

the method involves the active participation of people. To identify the relevant studies, all 397 abstracts were manually reviewed.
Nineteen papers were identified as satisfying the inclusion criteria.
Finally, seven more papers (sources: Human Computer Information
Retrieval Symposium (HCIR) [21]; European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR) [14]; Advances in Human-Computer Interaction Journal [46]; Journal of Innovation in Health Informatics [2];
Decision Support Systems Journal [55]; Proceedings of International Joint Conference on Web Intelligence & Intelligent Technology (WI-IAT) [30]; and Computers in Human Behaviour [56]), were
identified through reference crawling of the nineteen papers already retrieved. Thus, the final overall corpus of literature consisted
of twenty-six papers published between 2000-2020.

4 RESULTS
4.1 RQ1: CEL Definitions in ISR
To answer RQ1, all studies found were analysed to identify whether
they provided an explicit definition of the measured CEL concept.
From the 26 papers selected for review, eight did not provide an
explicit explanation of what they mean by the CEL concepts used in
their study. All identified definitions were then extracted and organised according to their CEL concept. Following guidance from [28],
the individual elements of CEL definitions were then separated,
categorised and quantified. The categories are discussed in the
following sections.
Cost: The term “cost” was used in all four studies. For the three
studies which explicitly defined cost, two main categories were
identified:
• Interaction Oriented/Count Based: Cost was characterised as
the interactions/ number of actions occurring between the
user and the system (𝑁 = 2).
• Time Orientated: Cost was also characterised in terms of time
spent during the user-system interaction (𝑁 = 2).
Effort: Twelve papers in total measured effort or its related concepts. “Effort” was the most frequently used term (𝑁 = 10), with
“mental effort” and “cognitive effort” only referred to once. Eleven
of the twelve studies provided an explicit definition. While no definition was the same, three main categories emerged:
• Cumulative/Total Work: The first category (𝑁 = 4) to emerge
characterises effort in terms of the cumulative or total amount
of physical/mental work that the individual applies towards
an outcome.

• Interaction Oriented/Count Based: The second category (𝑁 =
5) involves the characterisation of effort as the interaction
or number of actions which occur between the system and
the user.
• Meta-cognition/Conscious Awareness: Finally, the third category (𝑁 = 2) to emerge refers to effort as a volitional and
intentional process in which the individual is consciously
aware. Mental effort, cognitive effort, and effort all shared
similar conceptual elements with no obvious distinctions.
Load: The term “cognitive load” was most frequently used (𝑁 = 5),
followed by “mental workload” (𝑁 = 3) and “workload” (𝑁 = 3).
From the eleven studies explicitly measuring load, seven definitions
were extracted. No explicit definitions were provided for the term
“workload”. Two main categories emerged from the definitions:
• Capacity Based / Bounded Resource: All “cognitive load” definitions (𝑁 = 5) shared similarities in terms of their reference
to the notion of limited mental capacity and resources. Only
one of the “mental workload” definitions aligned with this
category.
• Cumulative / Total Work: The remaining two definitions used
to characterise “mental workload” closely align with the
“work” related elements also identified in effort.

4.2

RQ2: CEL Similarities and Differences

Similarities between CEL Concepts: Both effort and cost were
characterised by the Interaction Oriented/Count Based category.
This may align with the idea that exerting effort during a usersystem interaction comes with some degree of cost. However, it
also highlights how the conceptual overlap between terms may
lead to confusion about what we are subsequently measuring i.e. is
the system-user interaction and the number of actions performed
indicative of effort or cost? Similarly, conceptual elements found
in the Cumulative/Total Work category have been used to define
both effort and load concepts. While effort is recognised in other
domains as a facet of cognitive load [29], the overlap in conceptual
elements means there is again confusion about whether the Total
Work measured in a study is representative of effort or load.
Differences between CEL Concepts: The only category which
differentiates effort from cost and load concepts is the Meta-cognition/
Conscious Awareness element, which suggests that effort is considered a subjective phenomenon whereas cost and load are not. This
supports claims from other domains which consider effort as volitional and intentional [15, 24]. The Capacity Based/Resource Bound
category distinguishes load from effort and cost. As the notion of
limited resource capacity underpin CLT and MRT, it is not surprising that these elements distinguish load from cost and effort.
Finally, the Time Orientated aspect of cost makes a differentiation
between cost and effort. This supports previous research which
consider time as an expended resource during effort exertion [39].

4.3

RQ3: CEL Measurement in ISR

Similar to the lack of universally accepted definitions of CEL, there
appears to be no single or standardised method to measure these
concepts [51]. Following an analysis of the literature, a collection
of subjective and objective methods used to measure CEL and their

related concepts were identified. A general overview of the five
most commonly used methods are described below.
Subjective Measures: Self-report or subjective measures are frequently used in ISR to measure cognitive load and perceived mental
effort [51]. Hart and Staveland [23] boldly claim that “subjective
ratings may come closest to tapping the essence of mental workload”.
These measures rely on the assumption that an individual can
make a reliable and valid assessment of the amount of load experienced within a specific context [51]. The review of ISR studies
highlighted that self-designed questionnaires were used in three
studies [16, 44, 48] measuring effort, and two other studies to measure mental workload [56] and cost [43]. While self-designed questionnaires were popular for the measure of effort, the NASA Task
Load Index (NASA-TLX) was also identified as a dominant scale
(N=8) in the measure of effort [22, 54] and load [2, 6, 14, 30, 46, 62].
The measure consists of 6 component scales (physical demand;
mental demand; temporal demand; performance; frustration; and
effort) which are weighted according to the context using a separate
instrument [23]. The ratings of the 6 scales are then averaged to
compute the final overall score from 0-100, known as the overall
task load index [23]. To shorten the test, some studies employed
the ‘Raw TLX’ [2, 6], where the weighting process is not included.
Other studies [2, 46, 61] dropped individual sub-scales if they were
considered as less relevant to the task.
Objective Measures: Search interaction logging (N=18), dual task
methods (𝑁 = 7), and eye tracking (𝑁 = 7), were identified as the
three most popular methods to objectively measure CEL in the
ISR studies reviewed. Search interaction logging was frequently
used in the measure of cost and effort, and generally, is one of the
most commonly used methods for data collection within the field
of ISR evaluation [25]. Dual task methods are underpinned by the
notion of limited cognitive resources and in particular, the theory of
Multiple Resources [59]. The method involves the user engaging in
two tasks simultaneously, a primary task and an auxiliary task. The
core premise of the dual-task method is that by varying the amount
of cognitive load an individual experiences with the secondary task
and then observing their subsequent performance, the researcher
can gain a degree of insight as to which aspects of the primary
task are most demanding, or perhaps most engaging [25]. Eye
tracking was the most commonly used physiological measure of
CEL concepts in the ISR studies reviewed. Previous studies have
identified a significant correlation between blink activity (latency
and rate), pupil size, and fixation duration, with varying levels of
working memory demand [32]. Pupillary response in particular
has been used to measure mental load in Information Science and
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research [20].

4.4

RQ4: Relations b/w Measures & Concepts

The next section provides an overview of the relationships between
CEL concepts and how they have been measured in the ISR literature (see Figure 1 for a full overview of relationships).
Cost: Search interaction logs were used to measure both categories
of cost. Metrics such as number of queries issued, query length,
pages saved, and snippets viewed, were used as indicators of Interaction Orientated/Count-Based costs. Whereas metrics such as dwell
time and total time to enter queries were used in Time-Oriented

Time Orientated

COST
Interaction Orientated/
Count Based

EFFORT

Metacognition/
Conscious Awareness

Eye Tracking
Mean measures: fixation duration (ms); average reading
speed (pixels/ms); no. eye fixations; no. saccadic movements;
pupil size; fixation density.

Search Interaction Logs
Mean count measures: no pages visited; no.queries entered;
no. mouse clicks; no. documents read; no opened documents;
all SERPs viewed; no. search items; no.unique search terms;
no. words used in query.
Time measures: total time on task (ms, sec, mins).
Rate measures: time spent per query (sec)

Cumulative/Total Work

Self-Report
Self-designed questionnaire; Workload Profile (WP); NASATLX

Capacity Based/
Resource Bound

Dual Task
Reaction time (ms, sec).

LOAD

Figure 1: Relationship between conceptual categories of CEL and their measurement (incl. metrics)
characterisations of cost. Eye-tracking was used to measure number
of fixations on visited pages and task descriptions in the context of
cost as an Interaction-Orientated/Count-Based concept.
Effort: Search interaction logs were also used to measure three conceptual categories. The number of mouse actions (clicks & scrolling)
and time on task were used as effort indicators in all three conceptual categories. In Cumulative/Total Work and Interaction/CountBased categories, number of queries, number of documents opened,
and number of search terms issued were used as indicators of effort.
Eye tracking was used in Interaction Orientated/Count-Based depictions of effort and reflected user-system interactions such as; reading speed, number of eye fixations on documents, and duration of
fixation on documents. Only one of the studies that used self-report
methods conceptualised effort in terms of Meta-cognition/Conscious
Awareness. The NASA-TLX was used as a measure of effort relative
to Cumulative/Total Work.
Load: Dual task and eye tracking methods were used to measure
both characterisations of load. Pupillary response and fixation duration were used as indicators of load when measured via eye tracking.
Time-on-task was the only indicator of load taken from search interaction logs. Note that workload measures have not been included
in Figure 1, as no explicit definitions were provided.

4.5

Summary of Results

As previously discussed, operational properties emerge from the
nominal definitions provided at the offset. If we were to examine
each individual CEL study and their respective measures in isolation, then we could claim some degree of internal validity as the
measures quite closely align with the conceptual elements provided.
For example, if we take the conceptual properties of cost i.e. Time
and Interaction/Count Based, then measures such as search interaction logs and eye tracking lend themselves well to measuring
these indicators. Similarly, dual-task and eye-tracking measures
used to measure load make intuitive sense as they are considered as

sensitive measures in assessing the dynamic nature of load and the
notion of limited capacity [25]. However, problems arise when we
try to make comparisons between studies claiming to measure the
same CEL concept, due to a variety of disparities in their measures
such as the granularity of measurement (e.g. clicking a mouse vs.
reading a document), level of analysis (e.g. task stage vs. session
level), and the reliability and validity of methods used. The next
section will discuss these main issues in more detail.

5 MAIN ISSUES
5.1 Ambiguity between Concepts and Measures
Firstly, there is clear overlap in the metrics used to measure different
CEL concepts. Search interaction data was used in the measurement of all three CEL concepts with often the same metrics used
to measure different concepts. For example, “number of queries
issued”, “number of documents opened”, and “number of pages
viewed” have been implicated as both a measure of cost [33, 43] and
effort [8, 21, 27]. Likewise, “time-on-task” was used as a metric for
all CEL concepts: cost [43, 62]; effort [8, 48, 54]; and load [13, 46],
implying that time-on-task is an adequate indicator of all three
concepts. Similar commonalities were observed in eye tracking
methods where “number of fixations” were used as metric for both
effort [18] and cost [62], and “duration of fixations” as a metric for
both effort [18, 21] and load [55]. These observations not only highlight a clear overlap between the different CEL concepts and their
measurement in ISR, but they also reflect the challenging aspect of
using interaction methods more generally — how can we correctly
relate these signals to complex CEL concepts?
This question leads to the key issue of whether these methods
are actually measuring what they claim to measure. Search interaction logs cover a variety of different actions ranging from a simple
mouse click to viewing a whole document. As observed from the
studies [4, 8, 33, 44, 62], these actions are often “count based”. However, it is not clear how we can compare, say the total number of

clicks to the total number of queries examined? Are clicks more
costly, more effortful, or more load inducing than queries? Going
beyond counts of interactions, how do we compare different interaction times, for example, is the time spent reading a document
more costly, etc., than the time spent browsing result items? And
how can we then subsequently compare the CEL between interactions like clicks vs scrolling, reading, querying, etc.? While we
can acknowledge that all cognitive processes occur over time, the
amount of time taken to complete a task or reach a goal can be influenced by a variety of individual and contextual factors (i.e. prior
knowledge, complexity of the task, relevance) [51]. Even under
strict experimental conditions where these factors are controlled,
Sweller [51] argues that there remains little theoretical relation
between time-on-task and user experience of effort. Thus, the issue
with search interactions in general, is their assumption that actions
have fixed values of “cost” or “effort”. However, every user interaction with a system and its information is unique in terms of the
physical, cognitive, and affective experience. So, while the actions
which emerge from the interaction such as querying, examining a
document, and so on, can be directly observed, they only offer an
indirect glimpse into the cognitive activity of the user [25].

5.2

Level of Analysis

Only two [20, 46] out of the eleven studies which measure cognitive
load or its related concepts, explicitly consider its dynamic nature
and the different types of load as proposed by CLT. Firstly, referring
back to MRT and CLT, the interaction between cognitive resources
and performance reflects a constant and dynamic interplay [59].
Therefore, studies which analyse results at the task session level
can only really provide a static, post-hoc indication of cognitive
load- and the shifts in cognitive demands on the user during the
search interaction are unlikely to be exposed through average values. Therefore, it is important for researchers to acknowledge that
when cognitive load differences are absent at the session level, it is
possible that they may exist at the task-stage level [19].
Secondly, studies that measure cognitive load as a singular concept [13, 55, 56] ultimately struggle to characterise which cognitive
load type is consuming the users cognitive capacity during a search
task. Identifying which processes have caused the perceived amount
of cognitive load, i.e. understanding that the load experienced by
the user was caused by the layout of the interface (extraneous load)
as opposed to the complexity of the task (intrinsic load) could help
researchers reach more valid conclusions and in turn, inform better system design decisions. Schmutz et al. [46] used the dual task
method - which is a method designed to measure instantaneous
cognitive load. When they compared the subjective load ratings
obtained at the end of the session, they did not correlate with the
averaged load scores from the dual task method. This misalignment between the two measures, both supposedly measuring load,
reveal the possibility that both methods are measuring different
dimensions of load or that any differences in load which may have
arisen were masked by the averaging of the dual-task performance
data. It could also be that the participants are falling prey to the
peak-end rule, such that their experience is shaped by the peak
and end events - rather than the average. More generally, these
findings highlight the potential danger of using static measures

such as post-hoc self-report in isolation, where it may be unclear
which type of load the user has interpreted through the question
items.

5.3

Questionnaires / Self Report Measures

Historically, ISR researchers have been less concerned about the
validity and reliability of their subjective measures perhaps as much
as other domains who use self-report measures and questionnaires
to gather data from their participants [25]. Studies who use measures which have not gone through the rigorous scrutiny of validity and reliability testing may be subject to measurement error imposed by the items themselves [25]. Each of the three CEL
concepts were measured at least once via self-designed questionnaires [16, 43, 44, 48, 56]. These questionnaires tended to follow
different formats with distinct variations in the number of units
used for the scales. For example, three self-designed questionnaires
measuring effort [16, 44, 48] used a range of different scales: (i) binary “yes” or “no” responses [48], (ii) eleven point scale (0-10) [44],
and (iii) a seventeen point scale (1-17) [16]. The lack of standardisation of thresholds in these questionnaire scales may suggest
different levels of effort, e.g. 10 = high level of effort [44] vs. 17
= high level of effort [44]. One study [16] measured effort using
answers to eight search behaviour questions. While the questions
themselves reflect common search interaction metrics used in other
studies of effort (i.e. number of Boolean operators used), the justification of the weighting system used to calculate the effort score
was poorly explained. For example, question 8: "how many terms
do you typically enter before submitting your search" was given
higher weighting over the other seven search behaviours with little
empirical explanation as to why.
Problems with the CEL term used and the unit used to measure
it also came to light. For example, the search behaviour “time” was
employed as a unit of effort in the questionnaire of [48] i.e. "It took
me less than 5 minutes to complete the task?", but used as a unit
of cost in another [43] i.e."how long did it take to finish the task?".
Subsequently, these studies make claims that the same metrics have
measured different concepts. This raises the question of whether
these questionnaires are really measuring the CEL concept they are
claiming to measure?
While the dangers of using self-designed questionnaires have
been highlighted, using well-established self-report measures can
also be troublesome. Across all of the studies reviewed, the NASATLX was the most popular subjective tool of measurement. Over
half of the studies employing the NASA-TLX [2, 14, 17, 30, 46] used
the tool for the purpose of comparing workload across search systems. However, the tool is designed to distinguish among tasks,
not systems [25]. Consequently, there arises uncertainty regarding
the validity of claims made in these studies. It was also found that
little connection was established between the definitions used-if
any, and the NASA-TLX in studies which explicitly measure workload [6, 14, 62]. This raises the question of why this measure was
chosen in the first place? If we refer back to the problems related to
level of analysis, the NASA-TLX is another example of a post-hoc
static measure being used to measure a concept that is considered
dynamic and instantaneous. Perhaps the lack of definitions in these
studies subsequently led to the conceptual properties of workload

being overlooked - and therefore not appropriately measured? In
the field of Human Factors, there has been much discussion regarding the unjustified popularity and subsequent over-reliance of
the NASA-TLX as a workload measurement tool [11]. With critics arguing that the tool lacks sensitivity and predictive validity
compared to other questionnaires, and has failed to continuously
adjust towards optimal validity since its emergence [11]. Dekker
and Hollnagel [12] sum up this argument, claiming that “workload
is a measure defined by consensus rather than reference to a model”.
Concerns about the theoretical and empirical foundations of the
NASA-TLX makes it disconcerting that the tool is now synonymous
with the definition of workload across fields [11]. The absence of
explicit definitions of workload in ISR studies which have used the
NASA-TLX may further reflect this issue.
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Resources: According to CLT and MRT, people have multiple resources available to them. In the context of ISR, we can generalise these resources and delineate them as: (i) internal
resources that pertain to the user. These can be either cognitive (e.g. working memory, attention, etc.) or physical (e.g.
energy, strength, etc.), and; (ii) external resources, which
the user has available to them (e.g. time, money, labour, etc.)

Germane

Extraneous

Challenge 1 - Definition of CEL Concepts: There is no universal definition or previously established theory on CEL concepts
within the ISR literature. We further observed that few studies
explicitly define CEL concepts. Instead, most studies relied upon intuitive notions of CEL, rather than the use of accepted or established
definitions from existing theory. To differentiate between CEL concepts in the ISR context, we have created a tentative framework for
defining these CEL concepts. Below we describe our framework
and show how these concepts are related in Figure 2.
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CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

While CEL measures and concepts have been central within many
ISR studies it is clear that we need to begin to address the issues
highlighted in this paper and create a stronger theoretical and
conceptual underpinning of CEL in the field of ISR. The two main
challenges are discussed in this section alongside recommendations
for future CEL research.

Demand

Resource

Intrinsic
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Load

Effort

Resource Capacity: All resources are limited in capacity (e.g. the
number of items that can be held in working memory or the
amount of time available to complete a task). The capacities of resources are not fixed, and may vary over time. For
example, through practice or training a user may increase
their working memory capacity, but if they are stressed or
fatigued, then this capacity may be reduced. Alternatively,
if a deadline is suddenly moved forward then the amount
of time available is decreased, however if the deadline is
extended, then the amount of time available is increased.

Figure 2: Top: The relationships between CEL Concepts. Bottom: A graphical depiction of the relationship of the load experienced by a user over time for a given internal resource.
When the load demanded by the task, system and context exceeds the capacity of the user’s resource, then they hit overload. The effort experienced by the user is the total load over
time (i.e. the area under the curve).

Demand: Demands emerge from the properties of the task, system,
and more generally the context. Demand will regulate how
much of the internal resources (cognitive/physical) need to
be exerted or expended, and also direct how much of the
external resources will need to be paid or spent to perform
the task using the system in the given context. Demand is
dynamic and will fluctuate throughout the course of the task.

Load: Given a particular resource, and the demand imposed by the
task, system, and context, we can generalize the concept of
load from CLT in the context of ISR to refer to the amount
of resource (internal or external) being consumed at a given
point in time.

Time

Overload: Taken together, the concept of overload occurs when
the demands of the task, system and context exceed the
capacity of the resource(s). For example, if the amount of
working memory or attention required exceeds the individual’s capacity they are likely to experience overload.
Effort: In the context of ISR, we see effort as a user-sided concept
that reflects the total amount of internal resources that are
exerted or expended, over a given period of time, in order
to meet the demands of the task, system and context. In
Figure 2, the bottom plot shows how effort is related to load,
where effort is the total load expended over time (i.e. the
area under the curve).
Cost: We delineate cost from effort specifically in terms of the
resources they relate to. Cost is considered with respect
to external resources (e.g. money, time, human resources
etc.) that are spent or paid by the user in order to meet the
demands of the task, system and context.
In the context of ISR, the above definitions come together as
follows: During an interactive search task, demands will arise from
the characteristics of the search task itself (i.e. task difficulty) and
also from the system (i.e. search engine result page layout, etc.).
The user has internal (cognitive and physical) resources they can
draw on to attend to these demands, such as holding information
in their working memory, or they may draw on external resources,
such as asking a colleague for help. If the demands become too
high, these resources will reach their upper limit, and the user
will experience overload. In this case, the user may experience a
decline in performance or stop the search task altogether. In order to
allocate resources across the duration of the task and to reach their
task goal, the user must consciously exert some kind of physical
(e.g. typing a query) and cognitive activity (e.g. examining a results
page). The amount of effort exerted will depend on the amount of
load experienced. As the user reaches the end of their search task,
cost can be considered as the external resources consumed or spent,
for example the time spent on the task.
Challenge 2 - Measurement of CEL Concepts: The second challenge relates to the precision and accuracy of the methods currently
used to measure CEL in ISR studies. This review has highlighted
that although subjective methods are commonly used to measure
CEL concepts, the majority of self-report measures are not validated.
Furthermore, they do not adequately capture or delineate between
the different properties of the CEL concepts identified. When considering questionnaires claiming to measure effort [16, 27, 44] for
instance, we observed a large variety of questions, with different formats, scales and units – making them almost impossible to compare.
In addition, these measures were also often administered post-hoc,
which makes it unclear which aspect of effort is being assessed i.e.
total effort, average effort, peak effort, end effort, etc.? Similarly,
subjective methods used to measure load, such as the NASA-TLX,
also tend to be assessed post-hoc — but load is inherently dynamic
and instantaneous, so can a post-hoc assessment accurately capture this? To help validate and support self-report findings, we
recommend using a multi-method approach to CEL measurement —
combining both subjective and objective methods. However, a key
direction for the field is to establish reliable and valid self-report

instruments which can accurately represent CEL concepts within
an ISR context.
On the other hand, objective measures currently used within
the ISR field such as dual task and eye-tracking, already offer dynamic and real-time assessment of cognitive load during a search
task. However, the key challenge for researchers is ensuring that
the unit of analysis used to measure cognitive load can accurately
reflect its conceptual properties (i.e. dynamic, instantaneous). For
example, examining cognitive load at finer granularity, e.g. at the
task-stage level, rather than calculating average values across a
task session may help researchers facilitate this. To more accurately visualise the detailed trends and patterns of cognitive load
in real-time, a key progression in ISR research would involve the
use of more sophisticated sensors. For example, the field of Cognitive Neuroscience offers highly sensitive and precise measures of
cognitive load, i.e. functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI),
where resource consumption in the brain can be measured directly
and has the potential to distinguish between the three types of
load [51]. Alternatively, within a HCI context, Abdelrahman et al.
[1] present thermal imaging as a less expensive and perhaps less
obtrusive method - where users facial temperature is representative
of cognitive load fluctuations. While these measures offer an exciting avenue for future CEL research within ISR, their widespread
deployment and use during in-situ or naturalistic experiments is
currently quite limited. Nonetheless, it is worth exploring a variety
of methods to measure CEL concepts to determine the trade-off
between their scalability and accuracy.

7

CONCLUSIONS

Although CEL concepts, measures and measurement has offered
useful insights across the ISR literature, we have highlighted the key
issues with how these concepts are currently being used and subsequently measured. It is hoped that the ISR research community
can benefit from the working definitions provided in this perspectives paper, and we actively encourage others to use and build on
these definitions within their own research to help develop a more
unified approach in understanding and researching CEL concepts
in ISR. With this unified approach, we anticipate a refinement of
existing CEL measures alongside the development of new ones,
inevitably making comparison and generalisation across studies
more achievable, and lead the field to a greater understanding of
these complex concepts.
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